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Wooster Voice Editors
Club Presidents Will Participate In War Council

A new idea has been born on this campus. Disturbed at the lack of interest and responsibility in the war effort, a group of students met last week to discuss how the students on our campus might meet their obligation, and to find a way in winning the war and winning the world. (3) (1) by the train, through which each man and woman may take part in becoming an important part of the war effort on this campus. The idea is not for the individual to become isolated in some form of work, but to find himself in the center of the activity, using his talents to the fullest extent.

The Council has selected a three- foot by three-foot flag that the President of the Club will carry when he speaks at any event. All who will take part in the War Council will carry this flag.

Among the tentative plans for actual activity are the following:

(Continued on Page 4)

Club Corner

If you are one of those fortunate few who played the role of the visitor during our Club Relations Period last week, you may have noticed something funny: a new feature on our campus. The feature is the Club Corner. It has been established to provide an area for students to gather and discuss the latest news and events on campus.

The idea behind the Club Corner is to create a space where students can come together, share their experiences, and exchange ideas. This corner is not only a physical space but also a symbol of the community's commitment to fostering a sense of unity and belonging.

The Club Corner is located on the lower level of the Student Center and is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays. It provides a comfortable setting for students to relax, study, or socialize. The area is equipped with tables, chairs, and bulletin boards to display announcements and important information.

The Club Corner is open to all students, and we encourage everyone to visit and participate in the activities and events that take place there. Whether you are a member of a club or simply interested in hearing what's happening on campus, the Club Corner is the place to be.

(Continued on Page 4)

New Jersey Was Never Like This

"Girls at Buckeye may eat fast breakfast SUNDAY mornings in their rooms—if they look respectable." So runs the announcement of one of the society men of 1920. The most original detail of the method is that they come in the middle of the morning, but already very late. They are not allowed into the rooms until they are dressed and ready to go out. The girls must be in their rooms by 8:30, and they must all be out by 9:30.

Women's Loss: Old Friend, Professor

Wooster mourns the death of Dr. John T. Laird, 72, retired professor of Spanish at the College who died at his home in Wooster on Jan. 4. He had been on a temporary assignment to a local hospital during the holidays to recover from a heart condition and had returned to his home before January was over, reported much improved. Dr. Laird came to Wooster in 1939 as head of the Spanish Department. During his twenty-one years on the staff he learned to love Spain and to speak the language. In 1940, after that, Dr. Lai

wooster alumni take honors in armed services

Some of our war heroes are represented in almost every branch of the armed services and carry memories of the campus and the Wooster spirit in the hearts of the centers of the earth. A recent news idea informs us the James B. Ford of Cleveland has been presented from corporal to technical sergeant and he was promoted to a private by B. W. D. Crawford, captain, of the 26th Infantry, who has been assigned to Major General W. E. R. Crawford's headquarters. James B. Ford was a member of the Class of 1942.

Next week's visit will take the Wooster Co-op across the country, and the personalities holding tickets will be a shade rougher.
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Cabbages and Kings

by JOHN BATHGATE

I have been long under the misapprehension that I made something of a name for myself in high school. That was really a cherished illusion.

Everyone is talking about the new book entitled, It Can't Happen Here. Most could have read or are avidly reading about Diamonds or Rough Time is Now.

A new work just out is Sunday in Park by A. R. Gurney, They're Neither Too Young Nor Too Old, Olley, Eight Years, Twenty-First Thursday. Wooster's super-sweet basketball team, which meets Greens Friday night, is expected in a Four Greats or Wheaties, The Like, Madison Avenue. Here's the Student Senate announces the advent of its second book, It Happens, Balboa at Six or Vic Dance, But Mayhem, Some- Day We'll Be On Orchestras.

Stoopid! The YWCA will release on Jan. 29, Wooster's Ice Carni- val Two Can Fall as Easily as One.

For further information about these best sellers, listen to your favorite radio program and then go out and buy a box of Ritzes.

Blind Shall Lead The Blind...

‘Why there's nothing to it—this is just between you and me, ma'am. If you have the rings, you just stand before your opening window seat, I'll write the appropriate, home-work papers, make the ac- countancy, and turn you around to me.' (Polly, my pretty, as the mother is quoted to herself during her two weeks of observance.)

That's what she came application of these stapes.

The bell rings. The class is noisy and unsettled. Pupils are not in their own seats. How do you check attendance? Casting an 'I mean-business' eye on the room, you then have the grades tossed at you from every direction so fast that she does not know what answer his face or to give the best answer she can as to why she has asked for the name did she, even though each student thinks his paper is good as the others. During, such a class, at the clock tells Polly that tempus fugit and she should make the random assignment and hurry on with the bill. She brings to a conclusion: she assigns a long leniency for the next day in order to give a shorter one over the weekend. At the moment the class isn't interested in the week-end assignment and muffled grons show a long ap- proach for tomorrow is not the kindly act she intended it. She returns to her 'I mean-business' look at last and begins the next lesson. But—disappointment! In- stead of the 'spirited and gregarious' recitation she anticipates, she finds it necessary to ask several people before being able to get the correct answer. Then that answer must be explicit and easy to understand. Everyone. She then begins the second period, gives the test, to the class that seems to it, so thinks, but now a great guru from the College enters. He has come to work with her thus far and his method is so well Polly teaches and to mark off the correct answer. He has her copy andels and solemn face Polly strug- gles to just put across the class the essential and the main. It is the formal English and most appealing.

When the dismissal bell rings, the class rushes out before they are able to finish her sentence. Then she construes she finds herself praising exorbitantly to a room of thirty empty seats.

You and '1944'...in

YOU HAVE made New Year's resolutions in your personal life, and yet some have been broken. You have joined with all the gregarious of the race in the same sentiment, that things would long remain among the legends of the school. It is in such cases as hers, it is said, not to be of war.

It was something of a rude and thoughtless shaking shock, then, to find the world with the respect of your... (3)

And I, for one, was expected to do the honors.
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**REPORTS ON SPORTS**

**Women's Athletics**

By LOIS HAYENG

All junior and senior women are required to have their hearts checked before participating in any intramural basketball. All those who are interested report to gymnasium on Friday night for the tryout.

**Scots Will Be on the Draw**

By STAN GAULT

This year under the pressure of an ever growing manpower shortage, Wooster has come into the NCAA tournament in the shadow of a fine, steady, and courageous basketball organization. Coach Gault has drilled his boys into a fighting team.

**Disposition Rising to Allow Army Participation in Sports at School**

There has been much talk going around the country about the Army's decision to leave the Army league and not to be playing in the sports of the school they are attending. This would be of considerable importance in the schools that have added the A.T.P. boys to their teams.

In nearly all the schools where the A.T.P. is located, there is no question that the boys have been of considerable value going on the boys to play with the teams of the school that is their own, and have been competitive. Many of the permanent army teams have won games and there is no question but that let them go out for the school variety where they are stationed?
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Results of Poll Reveal Tolerant Racial Feelings

Committee Will Canvas Students on Subject

In the racial poll conducted by the committee last November which 82% of the students last November, the results show that about 77.9% of the people feel no hostility toward people of other races. This opinion was formulated from 450 people who were interviewed. This poll was found to be of such great interest that it will be given to the students themselves this week. It will be the further development of the first poll, featuring such questions as "Do you feel that the police have discriminated against people of other races and religious background coming to Wooster?" All students who are interested in helping the interview student body are asked to attend a meeting in lower Bal- cock at 7:10 tonight.

In the first investigation, such questions ask if the students believe that all races are fundamentally equal if given equal opportunity and responsibility and "Do you favor permitting people of all races the use of public places?" were asked.

The Wooster Council of Churches, in the campaign to put the use of information gained for educational and religious purposes, is attempting to break all opposition to different races. Students interested in the racial problems are urged to enroll in the program as an educational program.

Win the War Against Intolerance! Paralysis!

Did you ever stop to think that there is another war going on beside the conflict with the Axis powers? That if we all don't stand right here at home, is the war against Intolerance Paralysis which must be won? Paralysis of the world can be a desirable place.

If we all don't stand right here now, we are given the opportunity to contribute to the National Foundation for In- tolerance Paralysis, an organization which leads, directs, and unifies the fight against this disease.

Fifty per cent of the diners you currently visit could be saved if you went to Wooster for the work of the local chapter of the Intolerance Paralysis Fund, while the other half of the diners you visit are saved by going to other churches.

A March of diners will be conducted by the Big Four this year.

WOOOSTER THEATRE

Friday-Saturday

"THE ADVENTURES OF OBERON" with Robert Donet


"THOUSANDS CHEER" with Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Red Skelton, Kay Kyser

Wednesday-Thursday

"TRUE TO LIFE" with Mary Martin, Prentice Whitaker, Dick Powell, Victor Moore

Club Presidents Arouse Interest In War Projects

(Continued from Page 1) The social members in the center of the light of the Fourth War Loan Drive; coordination with the local Red Cross Chapter in con- tributing to the blood bank and purchasing of milk; and provid- ing life saving equipment, were a large part of the work of the students. The work of the committee is being in- creased with the work of the local committee. The local commit- tee of the Y.M.C.A. of Eichelberger and the American Red Cross will be awarded the Silver Star Medal for "super- b work." The committee will be in charge of the arrangements for the officers of the Marine forces and the band and activities of communications for a Marine unit from Genoa, Italy, during the latter part of 1943, while under heavy fire.

A broad new second lieutenant in the Marine Corps Reserve is James Bennett of Denver, Pa., who is serving "the English Channel" under the sponsorship of the Sunday Evening Forum, through it is thought that in the future individual social clubs will take their turn at running it.

Tonight, Jan. 29, the War Council will hold a second meeting of the executive committee to present plans for the session before his respective group, and the opinions found will be dis- cussed at the meeting. There has already been a great outpouring of enthusiasm among these various presidencies, and many members of the executive council have also voiced their approval and made suggestions on the government above which there will be much more united and from which much better results will be achieved.


